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We investigate the implications of a putative new resonance in the TeV region coupled to the weak
bosons. By studying perturbative unitarity of longitudinal WW scattering, we find that a weakly
coupled spin-1 resonance, that explains the ATLAS diboson excesses, is allowed with a SM-like
Higgs. On the other hand, larger values of the resonance couplings, preferred in models of strong
dynamics, would imply either sizeable reduction of the Higgs couplings or new physics, beyond the
diboson resonance, at a few TeV.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent ATLAS search for diboson resonances us-
ing boson-tagged jets [1] finds local excesses of 3.4, 2.6
and 2.9σ in the WZ, WW and ZZ tagged boosted dijets
with invariant mass spectrum around 2 TeV. The global
significance is currently 2.5σ and the required cross sec-
tion at the border of null searches for diboson resonances
in (semi-)leptonic decay modes as summarised in [2], al-
though see [3].
The general features, regarding resonance mass, cross-
section and decay patterns, are broadly consistent with
expectations from e.g. new electroweak scale spin-1 res-
onances [4–9], including those from new strong dynamics
at the electroweak scale [2, 10–12].
In addition, CMS observes a number of local excesses
near 2 TeV invariant masses at the 2σ level, e.g. in a
boosted search for WH with the Higgs decaying hadron-
ically [13].
The presence of a resonance in the TeV region cou-
pled to the weak bosons of the Standard Model (SM)
has implications for the perturbative unitarity of the the-
ory. Here we illustrate this in the case of a spin-1 weak
triplet resonance. In particular the combination of di-
jet (and dilepton) limits and perturbative unitarity con-
strains the allowed couplings that can explain the excess
without requiring modified Higgs couplings or additional
new physics accessible at the LHC, or at a future 100
TeV collider.
II. SIMPLIFIED LAGRANGIAN FOR
DIBOSONS FROM HEAVY SPIN-1
RESONANCES
We are interested in a new resonance R coupled to the
SM massive gauge bosons and to quarks - we will assume
the production observed at ATLAS is via Drell-Yan. We
will focus on the case that R has spin-1, and postulate
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the presence of both charged and neutral components
of R: under these assumptions, we can write a simple
Lagrangian for its couplings to quarks (and leptons)
LRfermions =
∑
fu,fd
f¯u /R+
(
gVf+ − gAf+ γ5
)
fd + h.c.
+
∑
f
f¯ /R0 (gVf0 − gAf0 γ5) f , (1)
where f = q, ` runs over all SM fermions and fu (fd)
runs over all up-type (down-type) fermions. We have
expressed both vertices in the vector-axial basis and sup-
pressed flavour indices: in the following, for simplicity, we
will focus on the case of universal couplings (that avoid
any issue with flavour constraints).
The new vectors R0 and R± also couple to the massive
gauge bosons W and Z: in order to study the perturba-
tive unitarity of the longitudinal WW scattering, it is
convenient to use the Equivalence Theorem and work in
the electroweak unbroken phase directly with couplings
to the Goldstone bosons of the electroweak sector. For
simplicity, we assume that R ≡ Ra is a triplet of weak
isospin: a simple parameterisation of the couplings of R,
and of the Higgs h, to the goldstone bosons φ is
LRφφ = gRφφ εabc Raµ φb ∂µφc , (2)
Lhφφ = ghφφ
Fφ
h ∂µφa ∂µφ
a . (3)
The second term corresponds to parameterising the cou-
plings of the Higgs to gauge bosons in a non-linear for-
malism, and it describes possible deviations of the Higgs
couplings from the SM values:
ghφφ =
Mh
Fφ
(1− δh) , (4)
where Mh = 125 GeV is the Higgs mass, Fφ can be iden-
tified with the electroweak scale v = 246 GeV, and δh = 0
corresponds to the SM limit. A more complete study is
given, e.g., in [14], but our conclusions will not depend
on the above simplification.
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2The resulting isospin invariant φ− φ scattering ampli-
tude, including self-interactions, is given by
A(s, t, u) =
(
1
F 2φ
− 3g
2
Rφφ
M2R
)
s− g
2
hφφ
M2h
s2
s−M2h
− g2Rφφ
(
s− u
t−M2R
+
s− t
u−M2R
)
. (5)
The scattering amplitude can be expanded in its isospin
I and spin J components, aIJ , with the I = 0 and J = 0
partial wave amplitude
a00(s) =
1
64pi
∫ 1
−1
d cos θ
[
3A(s, t, u)+
A(t, s, u) +A(u, t, s)
]
, (6)
having the worst high energy behaviour. The above am-
plitude depends on 4 parameters:
Mh, δh, MR, gRφφ
and it should be bounded as |a00| < 1/2 in order for
the perturbative unitarity to be preserved. From current
Higgs searches we know the Higgs mass with an excellent
precision, Mh ' 125 GeV, while the couplings to gauge
bosons have been measured with an accuracy of a few
tens of % depending on the hypothesis on the couplings
to fermions and eventual new light states. We further set
MR ∼ 2 TeV, in order to fit the ATLAS diboson excess.
In the following we will infer the allowed values of gRφφ
by imposing that the diboson production cross section
matches with the excess observed by ATLAS: additional
constraints can be imposed by the absence of an excess
in other channels like dijet and dilepton searches. This
procedure is rather general, and it can be repeated for
any spin-1 state that couples to SM weak gauge bosons.
Requiring perturbative unitarity of the longitudinal WW
scattering can then be used to infer information about
the couplings of the Higgs and on the presence of further
light resonances.
In the model under consideration, the main production
cross section is Drell-Yan from the resonance couplings
to quarks: setting gVq+ = g
V
q0 = 1, and all other quark
couplings to zero, the production cross section for the 2
TeV resonances at run-I is [2]
σref ≡ σ(pp→ R±) ' 1.7× 103 fb (7)
∼ σ(pp→ R0) ' 1.5× 103 fb .
Thus, the total cross-sections into diboson final states, in
the narrow width approximation, are given by
σW+W− =
(
gVq0
2
+ gAq0
2
)
Br[R0 →W+W−] σref , (8)
σW+Z =
(
gVq+
2
+ gAq+
2
)
Br[R+ →W+Z] σref . (9)
and the partial widths are given by
Γ(R±/0 → qq¯) '
Nf
(
gVq+/0
2
+ gAq+/0
2
)
4pi
MR ,
Γ(R±/0 → ll¯) '
Nf
(
gVl+/0
2
+ gAl+/0
2
)
12pi
MR , (10)
Γ(R±/0 → V V ) ' g
2
Rφφ
48pi
MR ,
in the limit of massless SM states, where the leptonic fi-
nal states are ll¯ = l+l− and νν¯ for the neutral state R0
and l+ν for the charged R+, and Nf is the number of
generations (assuming universal couplings). For the de-
cays into gauge bosons, we again used the Equivalence
Theorem: Γ(R → V V ) = Γ(R → φφ) and finally we ne-
glected decay modes into HV although they are relevant
in more complete models, e.g [10, 15].
Both ATLAS and CMS have searched for resonances
in dijet and leptonic final states: such results can be
used, together with the constraint σV V ∼ 10 fb, to ex-
tract generic bounds on ratios of couplings. To simplify
the analysis, we will set to zero all axial couplings, and
choose a single coupling for quarks, i.e. gVq0 = g
V
q+ = gq,
and a single coupling for leptons, gVl0 = g
V
l+ = gl. Un-
der this simplifying assumption, the partial widths of the
charged and neutral vectors are the same, so that the two
channels will give rise to approximately the same cross
sections . From run-I, we will use the following numerical
constraints:
σV V ∼ 10 fb , σqq . 200 fb , σll . 0.5 fb . (11)
These numbers summarise the search limits from vari-
ous studies of ATLAS and CMS, see e.g. [2]. Ratios of
these cross sections only depend, at leading order, on ra-
tios of couplings, thus we can use them to extract direct
constraints on the couplings (considering only the 2 light
generations for dilepton limits and all quarks except the
top for the dijet limits):
σV V
σqq
=
g2Rφφ
24g2q
>
1
20
⇒ gRφφ & 1.2 gq , (12)
σll
σV V
=
8g2l
g2Rφφ
< 0.05⇒ gl . 0.08 gRφφ . (13)
We can now determine a lower limit on the value of
gRφφ by combining the requirement σV V ∼ 10 fb and the
constraints on the other channels. The result in the case
where we set to zero the coupling to leptons is shown in
Figure 1. The figure shows that the coupling to quarks
gq is only allowed to vary within a specific interval: the
lower limit corresponds to a situation where Br[R →
V V ] = 100%, and thus σV V = 10 fb requires
gq >
√
10 fb
σref
∼ 0.077 . (14)
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FIG. 1. Isoline σV V = 10 fb in the gq–gRφφ space (solid
curve). The dark region in the lower right corner is excluded
by σqq < 200 fb for gl = 0. The lighter shaded region is
excluded by σll < 0.5 fb, assuming gq = gl. The dashed lines
correspond to fixed values Γtot/MR = 10% and 20%.
The upper limit on gq, and lower limit on gRφφ, derives
from saturating the bound from dijet searches, and leads
to
gq . 0.38 , gRφφ & 0.47 . (15)
If we assume that the coupling to quarks and leptons
are of the same order, as it may happen schematically
if the couplings originate from mixing of R with the
SM gauge bosons, then the constraints on dilepton res-
onances would strengthen the lower bound on gRφφ and
the upper bound on gq = gl:
gq . 0.087 , gRφφ & 1.1 . (16)
It should be noted at this point that for gq close to the
minimal value, and thus for large gRφφ, the σV V depends
very mildly on the precise value of the coupling to gold-
stone bosons, therefore fitting the excess cross section
does not at present allow to extract precise information
on gRφφ. This is particularly true for models of strong
dynamics, where large gRφφ are expected. The only con-
straints may therefore come from the indirect dependence
of gq on gRφφ, which is however model dependent. As an
example we can use the simplest resonance extension of
the chiral Lagrangrian, based on the “hidden local sym-
metry” formalism [16, 17] applied to heavy spin-1 vec-
tors and dynamical symmetry breaking in [18]. Here the
charged vector couples to the left-handed quarks with
strength
gVq+ = g
A
q+ ∼
g2
4
√
2gρ
' 0.09
gρ
(17)
leading to gρ ∼ 1.4 from fitting the excess. The relation
of gρ with gRφφ then gives
gRφφ =
M2R
2gρv2
' 23 , (18)
thus showing that the required coupling is too large for
the model to make sense. However, in less minimal mod-
els, the relation between the couplings can be relaxed,
leading to different predictions, e.g [10, 15].
Here we focus on the constraints on gRφφ arising from
perturbative unitarity of WW scattering. Another quan-
tity sensitive to large values of gRφφ is the total width of
the resonance. In Figure 1 we show contours of fixed
Γtot/MR: this parameter is important to check that the
narrow width approximation, that has been used to de-
rive the constraints, is still valid.
The results show that a large coupling of the new res-
onance to W and Z is needed, especially when the res-
onance is not leptophobic: it is then relevant to con-
sider the production cross section via vector boson fusion
(VBF), which may enhance the signal. We reinterpreted
the results from [19] to obtain
σV BF = g
2
Rφφ × 0.1 fb . (19)
This cross section is rather small, and it will only con-
tribute significantly to the excess for very large values
of the coupling gRφφ. On the other hand, if run-II of
the LHC confirms the excess, adding a VBF jet-tag may
allow to measure the VBF component versus the Drell-
Yan one, and give direct access to the value of the gRφφ
coupling.
Armed with the above results, we can now study the
perturbative unitarity in the longitudinal WW scatter-
ing, which only depends on δh and gRφφ, once the mass of
the resonance is fixed at MR = 2 TeV. Requiring pertur-
bative unitarity of a00(s), we are then able to determine,
for each values of gRφφ, a relation between the deviation
of the Higgs couplings and ΛNP , the scale where pertur-
bative unitarity is lost - and hence where additional new
physics is required. Expanding the amplitude for large s,
the leading order result is
a00(s) =
1
16pi
(
1
F 2φ
− g
2
hφφ
M2H
− 3g
2
RφφF
2
φ
M2R
)s+ ... (20)
' 1
16piF 2φ
(2δh − δ2h − 3g2Rφφ
F 2φ
m2R
)s+ ... (21)
where ... contains the constant piece, and pieces falling
with energy. The term linear in s is cancelled for
δh ' 0.02 g2Rφφ , (22)
thus one can only hope to tame the growing amplitude if
the coupling of the Higgs is reduced with respect to the
SM value, as expected.
In Fig. 2 we plot contours of equal ΛNP, the scale where
new states are expected, in the plane δh–gRφφ. We see
that for low values of gRφφ, allowed when the resonance is
leptophobic, the Higgs can still be very SM-like and the
cut-off above 10 TeV. For values between 1 . gRφφ . 3,
there can still be no additional new states up to 10 TeV,
however at the price of a modification of the Higgs cou-
pling to dibosons at the level of 10%. For larger values
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FIG. 2. Contours of fixed scale where perturbative unitarity
is lost, ΛNP = 2, 5 and 10 TeV, in the plane δh vs gRφφ.
The region in white is where the cut-off is above 10 TeV.
The horizontal lines mark the lower bounds on gRφφ for a
leptophobic R, and in the case of equal coupling to leptons
and quarks.
of gRφφ, the cut-off from perturbative unitarity cannot
be above 10 TeV, thus one should expect new physics
to show up at such energies possibly accessible during
run-II. It is also interesting to notice the complementar-
ity between the measurement of the Higgs couplings and
information obtainable from perturbative unitarity: for
instance, if the Higgs couplings were constrained within
10% of the SM value, we would be able to infer that for
gRφφ & 6 some other states at or below the mass of R
are present.
III. CONCLUSIONS
The recent excesses in boosted diboson final states
found by ATLAS in run-I data have stirred interest, be-
cause the indicated ∼ 2 TeV mass scale and the produc-
tion cross-sections agree with those obtained in models
with additional spin-1 resonances coupled to the elec-
troweak sector. Even though the excesses may be a sta-
tistical fluctuation, it is instructive to entertain the idea
that it is real. Constraints on the production cross sec-
tions and couplings have been widely studied, thus in
this work we focus on the implications for perturbative
unitarity of longitudinal WW scattering.
In fact, the production cross-section of the resonance is
quadratically sensitive to its quark couplings (assuming
Drell-Yan production) and these couplings are directly
constrained by dijet searches. In most models of course
the dilepton searches will provide an even better con-
straint.
On the other hand the coupling of the resonance to
dibosons is sensitively constrained by the WW scatter-
ing amplitude independently of the resonance coupling
to quarks. We thus used the contributions of the Higgs
boson and the new resonance to this amplitude, to de-
rive a constraint on the allowed deviation of the Higgs
couplings to WW and ZZ as a function of the value of
the resonance coupling to dibosons. We did this by re-
quiring perturbative unitarity up to a certain scale. We
find that for the smallest values of the resonance coupling
to dibosons that explain the ATLAS data, roughly 0.5,
a very SM-like Higgs and no new physics below 10 TeV
are allowed. On the other hand, in the region of large
coupling, where the resonance can still be narrow, e.g. a
value of & 3, the deviations in the Higgs couplings must
either be in the 10% range or additional new physics can
be expected at the LHC. For intermediate values of the
coupling we find deviations in the Higgs coupling at the
%-level and up to a 10% if we assume no additional new
physics is present up to the 10 TeV scale.
While we focused our analysis on the recent 2 TeV
diboson excesses, and their interpretation in terms of a
spin-1 resonance, our conclusions are general and can be
applied to any signal of new physics appearing in diboson
final states at run-II of the LHC.
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